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Frisian(s) in Oxford Libraries

Johanneke Sytsema

Gearfetting
Wat kinne Fryske wittenskippers oantreffe yn ’e kolleksjes fan ‘Frysk materiaal’ 
dat yn bibleteken te Oxford bewarre wurdt? It ûnderwerp fan dit artikel is de 
Oxford-Fryslân-konneksje, sa’t dy fûn wurde kin yn ’e kolleksjes fan ’e Bodleian 
en Taylorian bibleteken yn Oxford.
Hoewol’t de earste bûtenlânske studint te Oxford in Fries wie, nammentlik Emo 
(van Huizinge), binne der gjin argyf boarnen dy’t dat bewize. De Bloemhof kronyk 
is de ienige boarne wat dat witten oanbelanget. Skreaune boarnen dêr’t út bliken 
docht dat der konneksjes tusken Oxford en Fryslân wiene, binne fan letter tiid: Yn 
’e ‘Bodleian Library’ wurde dissertaasjes fan ’e eardere Frjentsjerter universiteit 
bewarre en dat jildt ek foar oar Frysk printwurk (16de-18de iuw). Yn ’e ôfdieling 
‘Special Collections’ berêste unike boarnen foar de stúdzje fan it Aldfrysk: twa 
eksimplaren fan ’e ynkunabel Freeske Landriucht, Codex Unia (Mss Junius 
49 en 109) en Codex Aysma (Ms Junius 78). Yn hânskrift lizze noch Franciscus 
Junius (1591-1677) syn ‘Old Frisian Glossaries’.
Foar ús kennis fan it Midfrysk ûnmisber, binne yn ’e Bodleian-kolleksjes te finen: 
it fan Gysbert Japicx ienige bekende gedicht yn syn eigen hânskrift, Wobbelke, 
yn Ms Junius 115a. Iere hânskreaune ferzjes fan ferskate oare gedichten fan Gys-
bert binne yn itselde manuskript te finen yn ’e hân fan Junius. Yn Ms Junius 
122 berêst noch in oar stikje yn it hânskrift fan Gysbert. Dat is syn oersetting 
fan ’e ynstruksjes foar de printer op ien fan ’e twa eksimplaren fan ’e Friessche 
Tjerne. Troch de goede soargen fan Alistair Campbell, dy’t oanwêzich wie by de 
oprjochtingsgearkomste fan ’e Fryske Akademy yn 1938, is yn ’e Taylor-bibleteek 
in soad te finen dat útgongspunt wêze kin foar it bestudearjen fan it Aldfrysk en 
it Midfrysk. Dat materiaal sit yn ’e saneamde ‘Campbell Collection’, dy’t oan ’e 
‘Taylor Institution Library’ donearre is yn 1974.

Introduction
Oxford Libraries have a role to play in Frisian research, be it historical or 
philological. In this article I will give an overview of sources in Oxford 
that are of interest for the study of Frisian language and literature. The 
overview will be presented in chronological order of sources.

Contacts between Frisia and Britain go back a long time. Very early 
on, in the 1st century AD a Frisian is mentioned on a British headstone  
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(Illus. 1.)1 Whether this Frisian is an ancestor of the modern Frisians, 
may be disputed, but it shows that people called Frisians, of whatever 
genetic descent, were in the Roman army in Britain.

Illus. 1.  A Frisian on a British limestone tombstone, 1st century AD. (Corinium 
Museum, Cirencester.)

1 ‘Limestone tombstone, inscribed in Latin and showing a cavalryman riding and 
raising a lance over his fallen enemy. He carries a hexagonal shield on his left arm 
and bears a staff and decorated standard, which is not of any recognisable type. The 
enemy is lying prostrate and is shown naked in contrast to the soldier’s splendid 
armour. The tombstone would probably have been painted. The soldier has stylised 
hair and a strip of embossed decoration below his chin suggests that he is perhaps 
wearing a face visor (used in parades). He wears a combined breastplate and shoulder 
strips to which is attached a large Medusa head. His sword has a decorated pommel 
and is suspended high. There is also possible decoration on the scabbard. The horse’s 
hoof seems to rest on the pommel of the barbarian’s sword, which points downwards 
into the ground. The barbarian is lying on his shield. The harness is well delineated 
and is decorated with round discs from which fringed strips hang. There are circular 
mounts on the head pieces and the saddle cloth has a fringed border.’ Roman High-
lights, Corinium Museum https://artsandculture.google.com/exhibit/MALCCbO8z-
kRKJw (accessed 20th September 2018).
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The inscription on this limestone tombstone is in Latin:

SEXTVS VALE/RIVS GENIALIS/EQ(u)ES ALAE  TRHAEC(um)/  
CIVIS  FRISIAVS  TVR(ma)  GENIALIS  AN(norum)  XXXX  
ST(ipendiorum) XX/H(ic)  S(itus) E(st) (h)E(res) F(aciendum) 
C(uravit)

‘Sextus Valerius Genialis, trooper of the Cavalry Regiment of Thracians, 
a Frisian tribesman, from the troop of Genialis, aged 40, of 20 years 
service, lies buried here. His heir had this set up’. (Collingwood & 
Wright 1995, p. 33, entry 109).

The trading relations between Frisians and Brits, evidenced by coins, 
archeological finds and textual references in the 7th and 8th centuries are 
well documented.2  In Anglo-Saxon literature Frisians are mentioned, 
notably in Beowulf (10th century) in the Finnsburg fragment.  I will 
discuss Frisian contacts especially with Oxford. The first evidence of 
Frisians in Oxford dates back to the late 12th century, when Emo, the later 
abbot of the monastery in Wittewierum, was the very first foreign student 
to travel to Oxford to study. From the 16th – 18th century, dissertations 
and orations from the Frisian university of Franeker and other Frisian 
imprints found their way to Oxford and are still kept in the Bodleian 
Library. Some unique sources important for Frisian scholarship were 
taken to Oxford by the philologist Franciscus Junius in the 17th century 
and are now part of the Junius collection. Thomas Marshall, a student of 
Junius, brought back many books from the Netherlands, including some 
Frisian printed works. The Junius manuscripts were later, in the 20th 
century, studied by Alistair Campbell, member of the Frisian Academy 
and Professor of Anglo-Saxon at Pembroke College, Oxford. Campbell 
bequeathed his Frisian library to the Taylor Institution Library in 1974.

Emo van Huizinge
The first contact between the University of Oxford and Fryslân goes back 
to around 11953: around that time the very first foreign student came to 
Oxford. His name was Emo. Unfortunately, no documentary evidence is 

2 S. Lebecq, 1983/1994. Marchands et navigateurs frisons du haut Moyen Age/ Fryske keaplju 
en seefarders fan de iere midsieuwen.  (Lille/Ljouwert 1983/1984); cf. R. Colleran, Keeping 
it in the Family. Disentangling Contact and Inheritance in Closely Related Languages. (Diss. 
Edinburgh 2016)

3 H.P.H. Jansen, & A. Janse. Kroniek van het Klooster Bloemhof te Wittewierum. (Hilversum 
1991) p. X.
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available from the Oxford University Archives since the Archives do not 
begin until the early 13th century, neither were any systematic records of 
students kept until the 15th century. The only source of this knowledge 
is the Emo’s Chronicle, Kroniek van het Klooster Bloemhof4 where he writes 
that he crossed the sea at the age of about 20 to study liberal arts (artes 
liberales) at Oxford, but his brother Addo persuaded him to study law 
instead, so that he could protect innocent people.

‘Toen hij ongeveer twintig jaar was, stak hij de zee over naar 
Engeland om letteren te gaan studeren aan de universiteit 
die in Oxford was; hij popelde om zich uitgebreider bezig te 
gaan houden met de studie van de vrije kunsten. Maar toen 
hij op de drempel daarvan stond, werd hij door zijn broer, die 
bij hem woonde, van dit plan teruggeroepen en hij liet zich 
overhalen om zich te richten op de rechtsgeleerdheid, uit ijver 
om onschuldigen te beschermen.’5

 
‘At the age of around twenty, he crossed the sea to England to 
study arts at the university that was in Oxford; he was keen to 
occupy himself with the study of liberal arts. But when he was 
on the verge of starting, he was dissuaded from this plan by his 
brother, who lived with him, and was persuaded to focus on law 
instead, since he was keen to protect the innocent.’

Emo copied legal textbooks at Oxford, including Vacarius6’ Liber 
Pauperum.7 After his studies he returned to Frisia where he first became 
priest of Huizinge before his appointment as abbot of Wittewierum (in 
the present-day province of Groningen).

Dissertations
We jump from the 12th to the 16th century, to find dissertations from the 
former University of Franeker in the Bodleian Library. Over 500 Frisian 
imprints, including many disputations and orations from 16th – 18th 
century are kept in the Bodleian Library, many though not all are listed 

4 Jansen & Janse. Kroniek van het Klooster Bloemhof.
5 Jansen & Janse. Kroniek van het Klooster Bloemhof. p. 11.
6 Vacarius (born c. 1115, –20, Lombardy [Italy]—died after 1198, England) was a scholar 

of Roman (civil) and canon law. The first known teacher of Roman law in England. 
(https://www.britannica.com/biography/Vacarius#ref200715)

7 R. Southern. ‘From Schools to University’, in: J.I. Catto The Early Oxford Schools. The 
History of the University of Oxford, vol.1. (Oxford 1984) pp. 17-19.
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by Postma & Van Sluis8. The oldest Franeker dissertations date from 
the late 16th century, the oldest Franeker imprint I found was printed in 
15819. Franeker as a university town housed quite a few printers though 
some printers were based elsewhere in Fryslân. The Bodleian holds 
over a hundred imprints from Leovardiae (Leeuwarden) and just 24 titles 
printed in Harlingae Frisiorum (Harlingen). Not all of these imprints were 
necessarily dissertations, there are also disputations, orations and other 
works. Publication details of Frisian printers include ‘Apud Vldericum 
Balck’, ‘Excudebat Rombertus Doyema’, ‘Typis & impensis Idzardi Alberti, 
& Johannis Arcerii’, Typis Joh. Wellens, ... & Samuelis Arcerii’ ‘Excudebat 
Fredricus Heynsius’, ‘Excudebat Aegidius Radeaus’ to mention a few. These 
Frisian imprints require further research, in addition to the good work 
already done by Postma & Van Sluis, to establish the exact holdings in 
the Bodleian Library.

We then jump to the 17th century. The Bodleian holds printed works by 
authors such as Ubbo Emmius10 or Christianus Schotanus11 that are not 
in all cases present in Frisian or Dutch libraries. More importantly the 
Old Frisian legal manuscripts Codex Aysma12 and Codex Unia as well as 2 
out of the 9 extant copies of the incunabulum of the Freeska Landriucht, 
also known as ‘Druk’ are kept in the Bodleian Library. Last but not least, 
the oldest surviving manuscripts of Gysbert Japicx’ work are kept in 

8 Postma & Van Sluis Auditorium.
9 Socinus, Faustus. Ad Iac. Palæologi librum, cui titulus est, Defensio veræ sententiæ de 

magistratu politico &c., pro Racouiensibus responsio. (Franeker, 1581)
10 The following editions of Emmius’ Rerum Frisicarum are kept in the Bodleian Li-

brary:
 Rerum Frisicarum historiæ libri X. Franekerae, 1596. 

Rerum Frisicarum historiæ decas altera. Franekerae, 1598. 
Rerum Frisicarum historia, distincta in decades sex. Accedunt de Frisia, et republ. Frisiorum  
   libri aliquot. Lugduni Batavorum, 1616.

11 Christianus Schotanus. Beschryvinge end chronijck vande heerlickheydt van Frieslandt 
tusschen ’t Flie end de Lauwers. (Franeker 1655)

 Christianus Schotanus. 1664. Beschryvinge van de heerlyckheydt van Frieslandt tusschen ‘t 
Flie end de Lauwers met niewe caerten van t landschap …Leeuwarden.

 A theological disputation and a dissertation by Schotanus are also held by the 
Bodleian Library: 

 Christiani Schotani Collegium miscellaneorum theologicorum disputatum à studiosis 
juvenibus. Franekeræ, 1654. (Groningen University Library holds another copy)

 Christiani Schotani dissertatio de duplici terra, contra J.A. Gonzales de Salas [in his De 
duplici viventium terra]. Franekeræ, 1654. (WorldCat only shows copies in Germany)

12 There is a.diplomatic edition published by W.J. Buma, P. Gerbenzon and M. Tragter-
Schubert, Codex Aysma: die altfriesischen Texte. (Assen 1993)
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Oxford. The question arises how these books and manuscripts ended 
up in Oxford. It appears that both Franciscus Junius and Thomas 
Marshall played a major role in taking books and manuscripts from the 
Netherlands to England.

Franciscus Junius (1591-1677)
Franciscus Junius was a 17th century philologist who was interested in 
Old Germanic languages. Born in Heidelberg, he spent his childhood in 
the Netherlands and moved to England later as the librarian and tutor 
of the Earl of Arundel (cf. Breuker 1990). His interest in Germanic led 
him to learn Frisian and Old Frisian. In his pursuit to learn Frisian 
he visited Gysbert Japicx whilst still in the Netherlands and copied 
some of his poems. In doing so, he became crucial in preserving early 
versions of Gysbert Japicx’ work. His copies are now the oldest known 
versions of Gysbert’s poems. In addition to Japicx’ poems, Ms Junius 115a 
contains the actual proof that Junius and Japicx sat together as student 
and teacher. On f.527 Gysbert Japicx has written the days of the week in 
Frisian with a Dutch translation. On the same sheet of paper Junius has 
written numerals from one to twenty in Frisian. The other side of the 
folio is an early version of Wobbelke with corrections, written by Gysbert 
Japicx in his own hand. Ms 115a is a convolute, Gysbert’s poems are 
bound after the Old Frisian glossary

Illus. 2. Ms Junius 115a, f.527r numerals in Junius’ handwriting.
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Ms Junius 115a, f.527r days of the week in Gysbert Japicx’ handwriting
Sneijn, Sondagh. Gij get mij sneijn. gij geeft mij geneden
Mônne-dey. Maendagh
Tijz-dei dingsdagh
Wernsdeij Woensdagh
Tongers-dey donderdag
Fre’l freed Vrij-dag
Snjoen Sater-dag

Illus. 3. Ms Junius 115a, f.527v.

The same manuscript contains a copy of Wobbelke in Junius’ handwriting. 
Thanks to Junius’ zeal older ‘pre-print’ versions of Gysbert’s poems have 
been preserved.
Junius must have taught himself Old Frisian by copying the Old Frisian 
manuscript Unia. His Unia transcriptions are now the main source 
of the content of the original 1475 legal manuscript written by Sydzo 
Uningha or Unia that has since gone missing. Junius borrowed the 
original codex from Simon Abbes Gabbema (see photograph of Ms. 49 
below)13 and must have taken it to Oxford since it was part of his later 
donation to the Bodleian Library. The Junius collection comprises 
other titles of importance to the study of Frisian, the Old West Frisian 
manuscript Codex Aysma

13 cf. H. Nijdam and J. Savelkouls. 2017. ‘The Manuscript Collection of the Frisian State 
Historian Simon Abbes Gabbema (1628–1688) from an Old Frisian Perspective’, in: 
Amsterdamer Beiträge zur älteren Germanistik 77/1-2. 303-332. 
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Illus. 4. Ms Junius 78, or Codex Aysma, Bodleian Library, Oxford.

and the two manuscripts that contain Junius’ copies of Codex Unia. The 
Apographa in Ms Junius 49 and the marginal and interlinear additions 
to the incunable Freeska Landriucht (Ms Junius 109) together have been 
reconstructed to Codex Unia of which an electronic publication with 
facsimiles is available in the Fryske Taaldatabank.14 Junius’ unpublished 
Anglo-Saxon vocabularies contain many Old Frisian entries, extracted 
from his copy of the Freeska Landriucht.
The entries ‘aegh’ and ‘aeghappel’ refer to ‘Leges Frisicarum (ll. Fris.)’, 
which means that they are taken from the Landriucht der Fresena or 
Freeska Landriucht. In Ms Junius 109 these words are underlined on the 
pages indicated.

Illus. 5. Ms Junius 115a, Bodleian Library, Oxford.

14 J.C. Sytsema, Diplomatic Edition Codex Unia (2012) http://tdb.fryske-akademy.eu/tdb/
index-unia-en.html; J.C. Sytsema, ‘Codex Unia: edition and reconstruction of a lost 
Old Frisian Manuscript’. In Amsterdamer Beiträge zur älteren Germanistik 73: 497-526.
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This unpublished Old Frisian material in the Glossaries in Mss Junius 
2, 3 and 115a,15 is of interest to the study of the Old Frisian language and 
deserves further investigation.

Illus. 6.  Ms Junius 49, Prima pars legum Frisicarum. ex Simonis Gabbemæ codice 

MS ,̊ in quarto. f.22r; Bodleian Library, Oxford.

 

Illus. 7.  Ms Junius 109. Marginal and interlinear collations of the 11th Statute. 
Bodleian Library, Oxford.

Thanks to Junius, some rare copies of Gysbert’s Friessche Tjerne are held 
in the Junius collection, too. Gysbert translated the publisher details: ’t 
is druwkt to Leauwerd. Lânschips-druwcker, hij wennet ijnne grete Tjerck-stritte. 
ijnt Jier ijen-tûwzen seys 100 in fjertig (printed in Ljouwert [by Claude Fonteyne, 
Ordinaris] country printer, he lives in the Big Church Street).

15 The unedited glossaries with Old Frisian entries are spread over several manuscripts: 
Ms Junius 2 ff.552r-556 (entries beginning with t) Ms Junius 3 ff.349-357 and f. 366r 
(th), f. 450r (u-w), Ms Junius 115a ff.147r-337v (a-s) and ff.459-507. Three folios are kept 
in London, Lambeth Palace Ms 73, ff.351-352 and 357. cf. Ph. Breuker, ‘On the Course 
of Franciscus Junius’s Germanic Studies, with Special Reference to Frisian’, in: R.H. 
Bremmer, T.S.B. Johnston, and O. Vries Approaches to old Frisian philology (Amsterdam 
1998), p. 46.
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Illus. 8. Ms Junius 122, Bodleian Library, Oxford.

Ms 122 also contains other 17th century printed works:

‘Frijscke Gær-Spraeck fen ien moer mei her Man-eele Dochter 
De Dochter hijt Houck De Moer hijt Ansck’, 1639 (ff.4-11),
‘Gaer-Spraeck fen twaa frijscke huws-lioe / Wouter in Tialle’,
‘De Friessche TJERNE Ofte Bortlijcke Rijmlery’,
‘Oude Friesche Spreeckwoorden’ (ff.41-88),
‘Petri Baardt Friesche boere-practica’ (ff.95-106),
‘Ian Iansz Starters vermaeckelijcke sotte-klucht van een 
advocaet en een boer, op het platte friessch’ (ff.119-132).

At the end of his life, in 1677, Junius donated his entire collection to the 
University of Oxford. The Deed of Gift of the Junius Collection, in Junius’ 
own hand writing, was signed by two witnesses, Thomas Marshall 
and Obadja Walker. Junius must have had a close relationship with 
his witnesses, especially with Thomas Marshall, since Marshall was 
his student and his co-editor of the Anglo-Saxon gospels16 (see below). 
The Deed is kept in the University Archives. The Bodleian Annals do not 
confirm the receipt of the donation until 1678, so after Junius’ death, 

16 [It was Junius who] ‘was Marshall’s teacher of Gothic, who stimulated his inte-
rest in Germanic languages, and provided him with material’. (Kees Dekker, Ox-
ford Dictionary of National Biography http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/
ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-18149?rskey=rIpupp& 
result=1, consulted 15-03-2018)
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which makes one wonder whether the donation was in fact a bequest.17 
However, the Bodleian Library paid Junius twice a sum of £40, in 1676 
and 1677. Perhaps this money was used to cover transport costs if not 
cost of living. These payments make it more likely that it was indeed a 
donation, not a bequest.

Illus. 9. Deed of Gift, Oxford University Archives, Library Records c. 1158, fols. 2-3.

Thomas Marshall (1621-1685)
Thomas Marshall, theologian and philologist, lived in the Netherlands 
from 1648-1672 where he was appointed chaplain to the Company of 

17 cf. W. Dunn Macray. Annals of the Bodleian Library, Oxford : with a notice of the earlier 
library of the University (Oxford 1984) 145-147.
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Merchant Adventurers in 1650 in Rotterdam and later in Dordrecht, before 
returning to Oxford to become rector of Lincoln College, the college 
where he had been a student. A few years after Junius’ death, he became 
Dean of Gloucester in 1681.18 Junius, who was a generation older than 
Marshall, was his teacher of Gothic19, and it was Junius who requested 
Marshall to edit the Anglo-Saxon gospels, which he intended to publish 
with the Gothic translation facing. In the following years Marshall 
produced this edition and two volumes of commentary: Observationes 
de versione Gothica and Observationes in versionem Anglo-Saxonicam. The 
whole was published in 1665 as Quatuor D.N. Jesu Christi Euangeliorum 
versiones perantiquæ duæ, Gothica scil. et Anglo-Saxonica.

Illus. 10. Taylor Institution Library, Oxford, ARCH.8o.G.1665.

18 K. Dekker, ‘The old Frisian studies of Jan van Vliet (1622-1666) and Thomas Marshall 
(1621-1685)’, in: R.H. Bremmer, T.S.B. Johnston, and O. Vries Approaches to old Frisian 
philology (Amsterdam 1998), pp.113-38.

19 ‘In the late 1650s or early 1660s Junius requested Marshall to edit the Anglo-
Saxon gospels, which he intended to publish with the Gothic translation facing. 
In the following years Marshall produced this edition and two volumes of com-
mentary: Observationes de versione Gothica and Observationes in versionem An-
glo-Saxonicam. The whole was published in 1665 as Quatuor D.N.J.C. Evangeliorum 
… versiones. The Observationes were the first manifestation of Marshall’s scholarly 
versatility, combining his knowledge of the Bible with both Germanic and orien-
tal languages. They incorporate the truly humanist combination of theology with 
philology and grammar that was so characteristic of his work.’ K. Dekker, Marshall, 
Thomas. In: Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (2004). http://www.oxford-
dnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-
18149?rskey=rIpupp&result=1 (consulted 12-3-2018)).
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Marshall’s20 collection betrays his interest, most works concern theology 
and history. He must have collected many books while living in the 
Netherlands. In his collection, we find books by Erasmus, Grotius (Hugo 
de Groot), Voetius (Gijsbert Voet), Scaliger (Joseph), Pieter Schrijver, 
Descartes to mention a few, as well as selections from the Koran 
(Prima tredecim partium Alcorani Arabico-Latini, opera & studio C. Ravij) by 
Christianus Ravius.
Some books were written by English authors, whose works were published 
in Amsterdam or Leiden, e.g. Broughton, Hugh21 or Whitney, Geffrey22 
or Goodwin, Thomas.23

Marshall also collected works of interest to Frisian studies which are 
now part of the Marshall Collection. Since Junius was Marshall’s teacher, 
it cannot be entirely a coincidence that 2 out of the 3 Frisian works are 
duplicated in the Junius collection:
The incunabulum Freeska Landriucht (Marshall 60/Junius 109), Sibrandus 
Siccama: Lex Frisionum sive Antiquæ Frisiorum leges. Franeker (1617) 
(Marshall 120/Junius 111) and Christianus Schotanus. Beschryvinge end 
chronijck vande heerlickheydt van Frieslandt tusschen ‘t Flie end de Lauwers. 
Franekerae, 1655 (Marshall 170). The last two were printed in Franeker, 
the place of publication of Freeska Landriucht remains as yet unknown. 
Among Marshall’s Dutch imprints there is another title printed in 
Friesland, Kort begryp der Nederlantsche historien, 1566 tot 1648. By Johan 
van den Sande, published in Leeuwarden in 1651.
Marshall 60 is of interest from a philological point of view: Thomas 
Marshall has received it as a gift from Franciscus Junius as written on 
the title page ‘accepi donatum à D. Francisco Junio, Tho.Mareschallus’. 
Janus Vlitius borrowed and annotated it.

20  ‘He bequeathed 453 books and 159 manuscripts to the Bodleian Library, and 1040 
books and 77 volumes of civil war pamphlets to Lincoln College’ Dekker, ODNB.

21 , Responsum ad epistolam Iudæi [Abraham Reuben] ... expetentis cognitionem fidei Christia-
norum, cum versione Lat., Amsterdam 1606.

22 A choice of emblems, and other devises. Leyden, 1586.

23 Aggravation of sinne: and sinning against knowledge, mercie, delivered in severall sermons. 
Amsterdam, 1639.
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Illus. 11.  Ms Marshall 60, Bodleian Library, Oxford with marginalia by Junius 
and by Vlitius.

Alistair Campbell (1907-1974)
All of the books and manuscripts referred to so far were available to 
the Oxford professor Alistair Campbell in the 20th century who had a 
great interest in (Old) Frisian. His Frisian books now form the Campbell 
Collection in the Taylor Institution Library in Oxford.
Campbell’s interest in Frisian was sparked through his English studies. 
He read English language and Literature at Birmingham where he 
received a first in 1929. He went on to read English Literature at Balliol 
College, Oxford and in 1931 he finished his B.Litt. His thesis is an 
impressive piece of work in two volumes, equivalent to a modern M.Litt., 
with the title The production of diphthongs by breaking in Old English from 
c.700-900. During the war, he worked as an Instructor of English to the 
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Dutch Army (1939-1942) and then returned to Balliol as a lecturer, later 
Senior Research Fellow in 1946 before being appointed in the chair of 
Rawlinson and Bosworth Professors of Anglo-Saxon, at Pembroke College 
(Oxford) in 1963, thus following in the footsteps of J.R.R. Tolkien who 
held this chair from 1925-45. In the early years of his career his interest 
was in Frisian alongside Old English. He published on ‘Old Frisian 
Sound Changes’ thereby combining Old Frisian and Old English. He 
studied the Oxford Junius manuscripts and Marshall’s copy of the 
Freeska Landriucht where he came across Jan van Vliet’s annotations, the 
philologist who had studied and annotated the same manuscripts in 
the 17th Century. He went on to search for Old Frisian manuscripts in 
Lambeth Palace, London, and found Vlitius’ diary and some poems in 
Frisian from Vlitius’ hand. He edited the diary and analysed the Frisian 
language of Vlitius’ poems. The resulting article ‘The early Frisian 
Studies of Jan van Vliet’ appeared in 1939. It was written in cooperation 
with Jelle Brouwer. As part of his studies, he wanted to copy Vlitius’ tour 
around Fryslân with Ype Poortinga as his guide.
In his introduction to Elbrich Poortinga reports about an Englishman 
who attended the official opening of the Frisian Academy (1938) and then 
travelled through Fryslân retracing the steps of 17th century philologist 
Janus Vlitius, who travelled through Fryslan in 1643.24 This Englishman 
had come to Leeuwarden to attend the opening of the Frisian Academy. 
The young Englishman must have made a lasting impression on many in 
Fryslân: he looked rather ‘outlandish’ with his umbrella (Umbrellas were 
only used by older men in Fryslân according to Poortinga), he was well 
able to communicate with the local population since he spoke Frisian. 
When visiting Molkwar the women there listened intently, surprised by 
his extensive knowledge of Molkwar’s history. They did not know what to 
think of this stranger whose Frisian was rather old fashioned, based on his 
knowledge of Gysbert Japicx, as Poortinga reports. With his 17th century 
Frisian with English accent and his umbrella, he drew a lot of attention. 
This was Alistair Campbell. Poortinga presented Campbell with a copy of 
Elbrich25 with the dedication ‘Ta oantinken oan ús moaie reis’.

I have not managed to track down a photograph of Alistair Campbell, but 
he must be one of the attendees to the Opening of the Frisian Academy. 

24 Campbell edited Van Vliet’s diary of the itinerary in: J.H. Brouwer, and A. Campbell. 
‘The early Frisian Studies of Jan van Vliet’, The Modern Language Review Vol. 34/2 (1939) 
pp.145-176.

25 Y. Poortinga. Elbrich (Snits 1949)
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This group portrait26 in front of the Oranje Hotel (Leeuwarden) must 
show his face. It remains a guess which of the 45 people he might be 
but knowing that he was only 31 years old at the time, hence one of the 
younger attendees and probably the only Englishman there I guess it 
may have been the only man in a light-coloured suit.27 My guess has 
recently been confirmed by Stephen Laker who is preparing a biography 
of Campbell.28

Illus. 12.  Group portrait of the attendees to the opening of the Frisian Academy in 
front of the Oranje Hotel (Leeuwarden-Friesland), September 1938. Alis-
tair Campbell might be the only man in a light-coloured suit.

26 I thank George Huitema who kindly supplied me with photographs of the Opening of 
the Frisian Academy (originally from Tresoar).

27 George Huitema kindly supplied the following names to the photograph:
 From left to right, sitting down: notaris Nanne Ottema (honorary member) 

prof. J.F. Koksma (treasurer), dr. G.A. Wumkes, the  Queen’s Commissioner mr. 
P.A.V. Baron van Harinxma thoe Slooten (honorary chair), dr. P. Sipma (chair),  
Prof. dr. J.M.N. Kapteyn (Groningen), prof. G.S. Overdiep. Standing: 1. prof. Jelle 
Hindriks Brouwer, 2. prof. Kloeke (Leiden), 4. G. Leopold (Utrecht), 10. prof. Titus 
Brandsma (Nijmegen), 16. ir. K.A. Rienks, 19. A. Witteveen, 23. Bosma (gemeente-
secretaris Franeker), 35. dr. C. Kramer, 36. notaris Bonga (Amsterdam).

28 Friendly confirmation from Laker on his visit to Oxford, september 2018. I have be-
nefitted from Laker’s presentation ‘The Life and Work of Alistair Campbell (1907-
1974)’, presentation at symposium in honour of Rolf H. Bremmer Jr., Leiden 29 Janu-
ary 2016.
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Campbell’s Frisian publications
One year later, in 1939, Campbell read his paper Some Old Frisian Sound 
Changes to the prestigious Philological Society in London.29 In the same 
year he published The early Frisian Studies of Jan van Vliet, in cooperation 
with Jelle Brouwer.30 Oxford was an excellent place for combining his 
Old English with his Old Frisian studies. With the Junius collection 
at hand, he had direct access to Codex Aysma, Codex Unia two copies 
of the incunabulum Freeska Landriucht and several other items with 
annotations by the 17th century philologist Jan van Vliet or (latinised) 
Janus Vlitius (1622-1666). The Pembroke College Archives contain a table 
of contents of Ms Junius 49 in Campbell’s hand, proof that he did use 
Codex Unia. In Ms Junius 115a he found Middle Frisian in which he was 
interested, too. Four of Gysbert Japicx’ poems handed down in Junius’ 
hand were edited by Campbell in 1948.31 He returned to Old Frisian with 
the publication of Thet Freske Riim, a diplomatic text edition in rhyming 
verse which he published in 1952.32 He then turned his attention to Old 
English without forgetting about Old Frisian. He started his Old English 
Grammar in 195333, see his letter to the Master of Balliol College where he 
was a lecturer and later Research Fellow.

Illus. 13. Letter to the Master of Balliol, Balliol Archives, Oxford.

29 A. Campbell, ‘Some Old Frisian Sound-Changes’, in Transactions of the Philological So-
ciety, Vol.38/1 (1939) pp.78-107.

30 J.H. Brouwer, and A. Campbell. ‘The early Frisian Studies of Jan van Vliet’, The Mo-
dern Language Review Vol. 34/2 (1939) pp.145-176.

31 A. Campbell, Gysbert Japicx: The Oxford Text of four Poems. (Bolsward 1948) The fol-
lowing poems from Ms Junius 115a  are edited: ‘Raemer in Sape’, ‘Egge, Wijnering in 
Goodsfrioen’, ‘Nijschierige Jolle in Haytse-yem’, ‘Sjolle Kraemer in Tetke’.

32 A. Campbell, 1952. Thet Freske Riim. Tractatus Alvini (’s Gravenhage 1952).
33 A. Campbell, 1959. Old English Grammar (Oxford 1959).
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The Grammar, published in 1959, aimed to improve on Joseph Wright’s 
Old English Grammar (1908). From an Old Frisian point of view, he was 
definitely successful, since unlike Wright, he systematically referred to 
Old Frisian in his descriptions of developments from West Germanic to 
Old English.

Campbell Collection
Campbell’s Frisian collection was donated to the Taylor Institution 
Library, after his death in 1974. This collection, comprising around 
250 titles, is extremely useful for the historical study of Frisian, 
demonstrating a good breadth and depth of the field. It contains 
Richthofen’s Friesische Rechtsquellen, the main Old Frisian text editions, 
Waling Dykstra’s Friesch Woordenboek (Dictionary), Rasmus Rask’s 
Friesische Sprachlehre to mention a few. From dedications in various books 
it shows that Campbell was friendly with Jelle Brouwer and had other 
Frisian contacts, too: he received books from Simke Kloosterman, H. 
Miedema and Ype Poortinga.

More research needs to be done, on Campbell, on Marshall’s Frisian and 
Dutch connections, an inventory of the Frisian 16th-18th century imprints, 
including dissertations from Franeker would be welcome and a PhD 
study could be dedicated to the edition of Junius’ Old Frisian Glossaries. 
I hope this article has contributed to further Oxford-Frisian contacts.
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